MAKING A Difference
ONE ROOM AT A TIME...
Have you ever wanted to transform your surroundings into a magical place? We can take you on a journey into a world of secret forests filled with butterflies, a visit to outer space, or perhaps an underwater adventure. Any place you can imagine, we can take you. The Dreamakür Series provides the tools to change a child’s life during a time when they need it the most.

“Children see magic because they look for it.” — Christopher Moore

**Distraction Therapy**

Our room designs are developed to instill happiness & relaxation through the healing art of distraction therapy. Proving to be an effective intervention in improving the psychosocial, physical, cognitive and spiritual health of individuals of all ages.
Hop and skip your way across the pond into this forest filled with colorful butterflies. Make sure to visit the gnome that lives in the mushroom house.
Tiptoe through the fields of purple flowers and look for all of the fairies hiding in the trees.
The water flows while hummingbirds and butterflies dance around you. The frog prince is looking for his keys. Can you find them?
In this fairy tail forest, the carriage awaits for the prince and princess. Someone has hidden all of their belongings in the forest and must be found before the big ball.
The bees are hard at work to help the hungry bears collect the honey. Travel across the bridge to watch the busy bees work and other critters play.
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Jump from the land into the sea on this underwater adventure. Tons of silly sea creatures are exploring treasures from an old sunken ship.
Bright-eyed fish and colorful coral fill this ocean bottom. Tons of treasures have gone overboard while submarines and scuba divers begin their treasure hunt.
Old ruins of a town scatter the floors of this ocean. There are dogs and cats swimming and even some fish dressed in disguise.
Pack a bag and head over to the beach party! Beautiful birds, and animals line this beach to enjoy some fun in the sun.
Lay out your beach towel and watch the boats, airplanes and surfers cruise by. Is that a zebra selling lemonade?
Roll out your sleeping bag and get ready to have fun in this tree house. There are climbing ropes and swinging bridges to take you throughout the forest.
19. TREE HOUSE II

Climb up the ladder to a tree house filled with games and toys. If you want to follow the treasure map, don’t forget your compass and walkie-talkie.
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Get away from the hustle and bustle of the city to enjoy an afternoon at the park. Enjoy some ice cream and relax on a blanket while the city keeps moving around you.
Sit around the campfire and roast some marshmallows while a banjo plays and the sun sets. Look out for all of the pine cones at Pines Campground!
3, 2, 1, Lift off! Journey into space with a robotic crew to explore the universe. You’ll see shooting stars, creatures from other planets and UFOs zipping by.
Hop into frog village where the frogs play and the ferns grow. There are sporty frogs, book worm frogs and all sorts of different characters in this town.

Visit our website to choose from more themes! dreamakur.com
“Imagination is everything. It is the preview of life’s coming attractions.” — Albert Einstein

Adults also need the comfort of a soothing atmosphere in many hospital situations. We’ve created several themes for adults, or as we like to call them “BIG KIDS!”
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Each one of our Dreamakūr room concepts can be custom designed to fit any wall, floor or surface. You can wrap an entire room, or just add an accent wall. If you have an idea for a room that you didn’t see in our brochure, our design engineers will work with you to create anything imaginable. No two designs are ever alike!

Our eco-friendly materials are durable, interchangeable, and easily cleaned to keep you in a healthy and sterile environment.